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Abstract
Because of the further development of the Internet, the high-speed and image-related services now have occupied most of the network 
resources. For this reason, the Next Generation Network (NGN) will aim at optimizing ISP networks. Funded by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation (NSF), the  Named Data Networking (NDN) project purposes to attain automatic caching of data and create a name-based routing 
mechanism for promoting reaction time and decreasing throughput. To present an applicable QoS mechanism for the NDN architecture, this 
paper proposes to classify different types of data and imports the idea of data lifetime, which means that an IP packet that has been in the 
network too long should be discarded, to take the place of traditional memory update methods, like the Fist In, First Out (FIFO) algorithm and 
the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm. In our proposed scheme, data must be classified at the source and different lifetime is defined for 
different data types in order to decrease the load of the Content Store (CS). Without additional service latency, our scheme reduces not only the 
cost of memory construction but also the service latency for NDN under low throughput situations. In addition, this scheme can regulate the 
data lifetime dynamically and optimize the length of the lifetime based on network parameters. The simulation results show that our proposed 
scheme decreases approximately 15% of service latency under low throughput situations. 
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1. Introduction 
The Named Data Networking (NDN) is a project funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) and led by the 
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). The NDN project aims at attaining automatic caching of data and creating a 
name-based routing mechanism for promoting reaction time and decreasing throughput. 
According to the Named Data Networking Technical Report NDN-0001, parts of the novel NDN must be further defined to 
make it a proven and deployed architecture, including: 
1.1 Naming system 
Like IP in traditional architecture, the naming system plays the most important role in the NDN architecture. An adequate 
naming system is definitely beneficial for software application development and network transmission.  
1.2 Routing and QoS mechanisms 
Currently, the NDN architecture continues to adopt traditional IP routing protocols and QoS mechanisms. To cope with the 
features of NDN, efficient and appropriate routing and QoS mechanisms must be proposed. 
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1.3 Privacy protection and network security 
 Privacy protection and network security are both the existing problems in conventional IP networks. Enhanced privacy 
protection and network security will be even necessary in the NDN network. 
With the aim of presenting a suitable QoS mechanism for NDN, this paper attempts to enhance the data buffering scheme in 
NDN. Our proposed scheme classifies data at the source and defines corresponding lifetime for different data types in the 
network. With the concept of data lifetime, our scheme can accelerate the data refresh rate in the CS and increase the proportion 
of effective data to enhance the network performance and reduce the deployment cost of the NDN network.  
2. Related Works 
2.1 Named Data Networking 
Named Data Networking (NDN) is also known as Content-Centric Networking (CCN)[1] . The only difference between them 
is that the NDN[3] project was funded by NSF while the CCN project was announced by Palo Alto Research Center (PARC).  
The NDN is a project led by UCLA. To alter the current routing protocols between servers, the proposed NDN architecture 
proposes to use data names instead of IP addresses for data delivery and makes data names the core of the NDN architecture. 
Consequently, packet formats and network layer protocols are redesigned to replace traditional IP network architecture. 
NDN Packet: The major difference between a NDN packet and a TCP/IP packet is that communications in NDN are passive 
and driven by users, i.e., data requesters. A traditional IP packet includes the source IP address, the destination IP address and the 
sequence number of the packets, which concentrates on "where" the information is: communication between two endpoints must 
be established first for further data exchange. Different from IP packet forwarding, the NDN architecture names the content and 
emphasizes on "what" the content or information is: as long as the content is valid, whether or not the connection is established 
between data requester and data source does not really matter. 
 
Fig.1. Packets in the NDN architecture (Source: NDN project) 
As shown in Figure 1, there are two kinds of packets in NDN networks: Interest packets and Data packets. The header of an 
Interest packet mainly contains Content Name, the name of the desired content, and Selector, the detail information of the 
content, like order preference, publisher filter, etc.. The structure of a Data packet contains four fields: Content Name, Signature, 
Signed Info and Data. Content name, the same as the one in an Interest packet, refers to the full name of the requested data. 
Signature carried by every NDN Data packet is created by the original data producer to ensure data security. Signed Info includes 
some supporting data for signature verification. Data is the content of the requested data. At present, signature scheme and 
signature security is determined by each application because the NDN Technical Report NDN-0001 does not propose an unified 
authentication scheme through signatures. Thus, an efficient signature scheme for NDN is necessary.  
Communications in NDN are initiated in a passive way. To retrieve data, clients emit Interest packets containing the name of 
the desired data for data searching and routing in NDN. If the desired data is available in an NDN router or via routing, a Data 
packet containing both the name and the content of the data will be returned by the data provider.  
1) NDN Router Architecture: As shown in Figure 2, each NDN router has multiple faces to receive Interest packets and 
Data packets from either heterogeneous or homogeneous networks. An NDN router maintains routing information in three index 
tables:  Forwarding Information Base (FIB), Pending Interest Table (PIT) and Content Store (CS). Containing the routes to the 
original data producers, FIB is thus shared between several NDN routers to complete an NDN routing table. PIT stores the  
currently unsatisfied Interest packets. Once the Data packet is returned, the router can forward the data back to the corresponding 
incoming faces based on PIT. CS, used for caching Data packets, is the biggest difference between NDN routers and traditional 
IP routers. NDN routers require large buffer size for caching and content storage so that clients requesting duplicate data can 
retrieve the desired Data packets via the shorter routes. In this way, routers become the alternative producers of Data packets, 
Data packets are reused, and redundant packet transmission in the network can be reduced substantially.  
2) NDN Routing: Different from IP network connections, all communications in the NDN network are driven by the 
receiving end. To receive data,  the data requester sends out an Interest packet to the nearest NDN router, which forwards the 
Interest packet to the data provider until the packet containing the requested data is sent back, or until the maximum waiting time 
for Data packet is exceeded.  
Figure 3 describes the NDN routing process. To request data, the end user first requests the nearest Node 1 by sending the 
Interest packet. Because no desired content is available in Node 1's CS, the Interest packet is forwarded to Node 2 based on Node 
1's FIB. The Interest packet is forwarded until it reaches Node Y that has the requested data in its CS. The Data packet containing 
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the name and the content of the data traces in reverse the path created by the Interest packet back to the end user. If the Interest 
packet cannot be satisfied by the CS of an NDN router, the Interest is routed to the next hop(s) until it reaches the data provider 
and a Data packet is routed back to the end user via the path created by the Interest. 
 
Fig. 2. Packet forwarding process at an NDN node. (Source: NDN project) 
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Fig. 3. NDN routing process 
To be specific, the routing process is to search for the requested data and simultaneously mark the routers along the way until 
a copy of the matching Data packet is returned to the data requester according to the information set up by the Interest at each 
router hop. It is not necessary to know how many routers the Interest passes through. The key point is that the Data packet that 
carries the name and the content of the requested data is sent back to the end user.  
3. A QoS Mechanism for NDN by Lifetime Enhancement 
Compared with traditional IP networks, NDN improves itself by increasing large buffer size to every router to reduce not only 
the load on the data provider during times of congestion, but also duplicate retransmissions on the route and the overall 
throughput. Nevertheless, to distribute duplicate data among various routers leads to another problem: all routers have limited 
buffer after all. As given in [1-5], in the current NDN architecture, CS adopts the LRU or the FIFO algorithm for memory update. 
Once the NDN network becomes stable, the buffer must be full all the time. Consequently, the routers may spend more time on 
finding data packets and some outdated data may exist in the routers too long.  
Our proposed scheme structurally differs from the original NDN because we include a "lifetime" column in the CS to adjust 
parameters for memory swap in the CS, as shown in Figure 4. Different types of data have different lifetime and the detailed 
definition will be given in Section 3.1. After being sent back to the requester, the requested data will be stored in the CS and 
counted down from the maximum lifetime value of its data type. Once the value is counted down to 0, the data will be removed 
from the CS. In the remaining lifetime, if the data is requested again, the lifetime value will be refreshed and counted down from 
the maximum. 
3.1 Data Classification for NDN based on Lifetime 
As mentioned previously, our proposed scheme includes a "lifetime" column in the CS to adjust parameters for memory 
update. Therefore, this paper aims at defining adequate lifetime for different data types to enhance the performance of NDN. 
Table 3.1 defines the data classification and the corresponding lifetime. The principle of data classification is based on the 
requested frequency per hour. Class 1 refers to very short-living data: chiefly one-time files, including security-related data, keys 
and content related to financial transactions, that users do not want to remain in the network unless retransmissions occur due to 
transmission errors. 
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Fig. 4. Memory allocation of an NDN router. 
Table 1.Data classification and corresponding lifetime. 
Data classification Very short-living Short-living General Long-living Very long-living 
Suitable data types Security-related data Streaming Communication 
packets 
Documents/ 
Videos 
Popular Data 
Requested frequency Less than10 
times/hr 
10-50 
 times/hr 
50-200 
 times/hr 
200-500 
times/hr 
More than 500 
times/hr 
Lifetime 3s 10s 25s 60s 3 mins 
Probability of being 
dropped 
99% 87.032% 35.286% 3.5 % 0.0003% 
 
The requested frequency is defined as being requested less than 10 times per hour. Class 2 means short-living data, including 
real-time video streaming and  auto-updating web pages, that is heavily requested after its release but loses its timeliness within a 
short period of time. The requested frequency is defined as being requested 10-50 times per hour. Class 3 indicates general 
communication packets, usually static web sites, that do not change over a long period of time and have longer timeliness than 
Class 2. The average requested frequency is 50-200 times per hour. Class 4 refers to long-living data: stable, numerously 
demanded and have very long timeliness, including videos, music and documents, requested averagely 200-500 times per hour. 
Class 5 means very long-living data, which is easily accessed by regional users. Because not the entire NDN network is 
requested so frequently, regional NDN routers can determine when to use very long-living data. This kind of data refers to 
frequently visited websites, like portal websites and search engines, averagely requested more than 500 times per hour.  
After defining the requested frequency for different data types, we assume that the requested frequency of the whole NDN 
network and the occurrence probability of packets both conform to Poisson Distribution, a kind of normal distribution. In fact, 
the current network modes indeed conform to this distributed model. Therefore, the probability mass function according to 
Poisson Distribution is: 
( )( , )
!
k
TTP k T e
k
OO  
       (1) 
Where λ is the average occurrence rate of a random event per time unit, T is the processing time and k is the frequency. 
Supposing k=0 and T=lifetime, we can estimate the probability of each data type to be dropped after the data lifetime runs out.  
The lifetime defined according to the data classification helps to improve the LRU algorithm, the traditional memory swap 
method. Figure 5 shows the life cycle of NDN data packets based on data lifetime. When the data is requested, the data provider 
generates the Data packet and defines its initial lifetime. After the Data packet is sent, forwarded, copied and stored in various 
routers, the data lifetime will be counted down from the initial value. In the remaining lifetime, supposing the data is requested 
again, its lifetime will be refreshed. For fear of the greedy setting by the data provider, the routers record the requested frequency 
of the data, λi. Once λi is higher or lower than the definition, the routers promote or demote its lifetime. This step influences only 
the files in the routers, excluding other files sharing the same names in the network. When the data lifetime runs out, the data will 
be removed from the routers.  
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Fig. 5. Life cycle of NDN data packets. 
3.2  Service Latency Prediction Based on Lifetime 
This section focuses on the average service latency, the most important performance evaluation metric for routers. Being direct, 
service latency means the time for a router receives an Interest Packet, forwards the Interest, finds the target data, and receives the 
Data packet. No matter LRU method or our proposed Lifetime Enhancement Scheme, we can use Equation (2) for evaluation.   
* miss hT m T T E                   
T is the entire service latency, m is the miss probability of the data with an arbitrary name in a router, Tnjtt is the extra routing 
time before the data is found, Th is the searching time needed to find the data in a router, and E means other delays. In terms of 
service latency, because of a wide range of data types and names, m almost equals to Tmiss. Nevertheless, Th is a fixed value in the 
LRU algorithm. To use our proposed Lifetime Enhancement Scheme, we can reduce certain searching time since the data is 
smaller.  
4.   Performance Analysis 
The simulation environment is displayed in Figure 6 and Matlab was adopted to be the simulation tool in this paper. The end 
users on the left of NDN routers are at the bottom of the figure. Several NDN routers are in the middle. The data providers on the 
right of NDN routers are at the top. Supposing the router to router time delay is 80ms and the CS size of each router is 8G, the 
Interest can be forwarded to the data providers via four routers at most in the simulated scenario. The rest simulation parameters 
are listed in Table 2.  
Table 2. simulation Parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Packet size 1500 bytes 
Router service rate 1M~1G BPS 
And another entry 5 
Content store size 8G 
Router to router time delay 80ms 
Additional network latency 15ms 
The amount of data 5TB 
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Fig. 6. Simulation Environment. 
4.1 Service Latency Comparisons 
Types of Data influences the entire service latency substantially. For this reason, this section uses six combinations of data to 
compare the service latency: equivalent amount of different data types, short-living data occupying the larger proportion and long-
living data occupying the larger proportion, as shown in Figure 7. 
 
Fig. 7. Different combinations of data in the simulated scenario. 
In Experiment 1, the amount of different data types is equivalent, which means each data type with different lifetime occupies 
20% of data amount. Its requested frequency is approximately 5.34%. In Experiment 2 and 3, short-living data occupies the larger 
proportion, approximately 60% of the data amount, with requested frequency of 3.57% and 3.87%, respectively. In Experiment 4, 
the data with the medium lifetime occupies the larger proportion and its requested frequency is about 5.28%. The requested 
frequency of Experiment 5 and 6, in which long-living data occupying the larger proportion, is 6.9% and 7.11%, respectively. 
 
Fig. 8. Service latency of lifetime enhancement scheme in six experiments. 
When the data reaches saturation point, the difference between LRU and Lifetime Enhancement Scheme is quite small, 
merely small gap in data hit ratio. Figure 8 displays the service latency of Lifetime Enhancement Scheme in six experiments. The 
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dominant influence on the service latency is the data hit ratio. In long-lifetime situation with the higher requested frequency, the 
performance of Lifetime Enhancement is better. On the contrary, in the two short-lifetime experiments in which the change rate 
of data is comparatively higher, the data must be requested from the data provider and therefore the service latency is 10-15% 
more than other situations. 
Figures 9 to 11 compare Lifetime Enhancement and LRU in different situations. Figure 9, the short-lifetime situation with the 
lower requested frequency and the longer latency, shows that Lifetime Enhancement presents better performance than LRU 
because short-living data do not occupy the database too long. Although the hit ratio of Lifetime Enhancement is not high, LRU 
has the same hit ratio and the long searching time simultaneously. Figure 11 compares the two schemes in long-lifetime situation 
with the lower latency. The figure reveals that in a high requested frequency, Lifetime Enhancement Scheme soon reaches 
saturation point. In such a manner, both LRU and our proposed scheme perform well in this situation.  
 
Fig. 9. Short lifetime (requested frequency 3.57%)- service latency of lifetime enhancement & LRU. 
 
Fig. 10. Medium lifetime (requested frequency 5.28%)- service latency of lifetime enhancement & LRU. 
 
Fig. 11. Long lifetime (requested frequency 7.11%)- service latency of lifetime enhancement & LRU. 
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Conclusion 
This paper presents a memory update scheme for CS of LRU by considering data timeliness and enhancing data lifetime. To 
add a lifetime timer to each data packet and define the lifetime of each data type, our scheme enlarges the buffer size without 
reducing the data hit ratio and decreases the number of searching time to reduce the load of routers and lower the impact of the 
service latency. The simulation results prove that our proposed Lifetime Enhancement Scheme performs as well as LRU in 
maintaining not only the load of CS and searching time under low throughput conditions, but also the service latency under high 
throughput conditions. 
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